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hey say, 'Alone we can do so little;
but together we can do so much
more.'

Dear delegates and staffs and Secretariat
of NEIMUN 2015, my amazing team and
I laud all of you for being an
indispensable part of this year's NEIMUN.
As a Native American saying goes, 'It
takes a thousand voices to tell a single
story'. Each one of you have contributed
signiﬁcantly to the story of NEIMUN that
is just awaiting to be narrated.
At the same time, we express our delight
and acknowledge NEIMUN for having
provided us with the historic opportunity
to be a part of this wildﬁre endeavour.
From the incredible photographers to the
outrageously diligent reporters, I must
say, we had a terriﬁc time. This is the last
newsletter of the event and I know how
anxiously you've all been awaiting this.
We are equally thrilled to present to you
the last newsletter, however not the least.

Very frankly, as we sit and reminisce,
organizing the last newsletter we are
deluged by an array of emotions—that of
wistfulness and of delight. Sad that the
glorious four days of NEIMUN have
unwillingly reached its end but more so
the joy as the countdown for NEIMUN
2016 begins! From the ﬁrst 'welcome' to
the last 'see you again' we've witnessed a
very impressive MUN. Oh, what a
breathtaking disclosure to the world of
DIPLOMACY! 200 plus diplomats, you
were all freaking amazing individuals
and I proudly herald you as the 'Leaders
of Today' and I believe, or should I say, I
am certain that you will honor the ag of
your nations in the next meet too!
It is always important to know when
something has reached its end. Closing
circles, shutting doors, ﬁnishing chapters,
it doesn't matter what we call it; what
matters is to leave in the past those
moments, relish and cherish. Yet
anticipating much more. Yes Indeed! As
this journey comes to a closure, I

exacerbate on my qualm, trying to sober
down on my after-event hangover. At the
same time, abiding with my fellow IP
members on the happiness over an
accomplished event.
As the grandiose Board members and the
Secretariat of NEIMUN prepare
themselves for another hectic and
eventful year, we send a bag full of love
and wishes, having gathered from the
days in Assam and also from many others
across the country and elsewhere. At the
same time, I would like to personally
accord you all with my true insight, an
agenda of life that I carry it very close to
my heart: “Dream, for none has lost
nothing with it. Pay attention to them, for
they do turn into realities.”
Hoping to see you next year.
Best wishes!
Ngurang Reena
Editor-in-chief
International Press Team,
NEIMUN 2015
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One journey is over but another one awaits. We are in this together. We can make a difference.
We can be the change. We can start today!
For more information on North East India International Model United Nations (NEIMUN)
Please visit us at: www.neimun.org
Or mail us at: northeastindiamun@gmail.com
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And when the daylight comes
I’ll have to go...
VAIBHAVI SHARMA PATHAK

A

s the delegates awaited for
NEIMUN 2015 with bated
breaths, the conference hall was
ﬁlled with myriad delegates from the 8
states that NEIMUN epitomizes. The
intense debates on international
diplomacy were not just a four-day
extravaganza, but a memory to cherish
till NEIMUN 2016 (since you all are
coming back next year).
Girls in high heels who take forever in
front of mirrors (for whom, we wonder),
and boys with chiseled suits and gelled
hair, the ever active volunteers, going
back and forth with water bottles or the
ever effective Secretariat members who
hardly slept for 4 hours for the past few
days, characterize the ambience of
NEIMUN 2015.
NEIMUN is not just about being cooped
up in committee rooms and discussing
mind-boggling agendas. It is about
waving to a friendly face in the corridor,
constructing meaningful relationships
(friendships and beyond, mmmh?),
icking away those painful high heels
and going barefoot to shake a leg in the
socials, and much more. NEIMUN was
initiated not simply with the purpose of
introducing Model UN to the youth of the
region who are often deprived of
exposure, but it was also an endeavour
to bring the world closer to the
Northeast. It was a rendezvous to initiate
communication amongst the ignited
minds of the region, enhancing the
feeling of togetherness in a place which
is home to such diverse groups of
indigenous people.
What makes NEIMUN unique is the fact

Recapitulating NEIMUN
2015’s theme, The
Sustainable Development
Goals: Reshaping the Global
Development Agenda, in
tandem with UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
#GONEIMUN

that, while in all other MUNS, delegates
are expected to go equipped with prior
knowledge, you can go into the
NEIMUN conference hall with nothing
but your passion for diplomacy, and
come out as a MUNer. The know-it-all
pros who raise their placard for points of
order in every opportunity they get, and
the rather timid ﬁrst-timers who feel
giddy at the thought of delivering their
ﬁrst speech, are all left overawed by their
aMUNzing trainers, who train to unearth
their true potential. What also sets
NEIMUN apart is the fact that it allows
the appointMUNt of the President and
Chairs by the delegates themselves. If
MUNs were to be personiﬁed as people,
NEIMUN would surely be the Lady
Gaga of MUNS (unique and fabulous)!
The last four days saw highs and lows,
forging of alliances, breaking of blocs,
thought provoking as well as MUNdane
discussions. As each committee sat
down to draft their resolutions,
NEIMUN witnessed diverse people
p u t t i n g t h e i r h e a d s t o g e t h e r,
brainstorming on ideas to do what old
grey-haired leaders at the ofﬁcial UN
HQs often leave undone. While even a
single comma in the wrong place can get
the resolution scrapped, all the
committees brought out the most
comprehensive and detailed
resolutions, through the numerous ﬁghts
and commotion (which would probably
give the OC members sleepless nights
for days to come).
However, as the colors of dusk settle on
the worn-out diplomats, they undergo an
unbelievable transformation as the
weariness of the day gets camouaged

by the excitement of the social events.
While some delegates use the delegate
dance to lobby to get their resolutions
passed, others groove to the beats of
every possible song, from “Chikni
Chameli” to “Chittiyan Kallaiyan”.
As you go back home and update your
proﬁle pictures on Facebook, courtesy of
the ever obliging photographers, the
reminiscence would ood you in the river
of nostalgia. You will remember that
delegate with the pretty dope tie who
only pointed out grammatical errors, or
perhaps that attractive girl who would
only wait for the tea breaks; you will
remember that time you criticized the
lunch or cringed at the sanitation
facilities, and you would want to travel
back to 1st-4th November 2015 when
you were sitting in committee, picking at
the edges of your placards while trying to
process the complex agendas.
Some might suffer from what is called
post-NEIMUN depression, others might
call up their allies and adversaries from
committee to meet up the very next
week, and still others would bask in the
old memories with a cute guy from their
opposing bloc, and wait for NEIMUN
2016 in the hopes of meeting him again.
Through thick and thin, NEIMUN has
always made an effort to provide its
delegates with the best model UN
experience. Through its intricacies and
glitches (can we ever forget the social
event on the 3rd day?), NEIMUN makes
you want to come back for more. You
may blow a kiss, you may ﬁre a gun, but
you can never get enough of NEIMUN!

T H E B E S T T R A I N E R S F R O M B E S T D E L E G AT E
Ibrahim El-Kazaz, Julie George, Caroline Bello, Laurabeth Goldsmith

&

Limabenla Jamir (Director, NEIMUN)

ice?
Did you not
NEIMUN in tandem
Many people in the conference have noticed that
the Director and Secretary-General both have
“dreamy voices”. Perhaps they would sound
husky when they sing? Request for a duet please!

With a bit of
coaxing, our
Secretariat
member
Nayani
Sharma is
ﬁnally
wearing a
skirt!!

KNOW THE IP TEAM MEMBERS
The International Press Team of NEIMUN 2015 consists of quirky, enthusiastic and chirpy personas. We promise you will not
be disappointed to know them, though this time in a more humorous way.

Ngurang Reena
Editor In-chief: very high coolness
quotient; knows how to balance MUN
with fun; stays up till 2 to bring out the
issue the next morning; IT GIRL of IP;
knows how to get things done; known for
her detailed, horror stories with sound
effects (scary enough to make Kahaan
jump out of his skin!); loves scandalous
NEIMUN 2015 gossips (the only reports
for which she will say “Very good! Very
good!”).

Richa Kakati
Reporter: Calls herself Pataka (bomb);
ideas come to her as easily as Sherlock
solves cases; She's wild during social
events; Monica of the IP Team

Bendangrenla S Longkumer
Editor: Most approachable person for
the amateur reporters; very quiet;
always seen smiling; awes the reporters
with her unparalleled editing skills;
always shush-ing people so that she can
work; coffee provider for all.

Prachi Sharma
Reporter: The PUN queen and the Dope
queen (often seen wearing a tie with
dresses); she's a walking Thesaurus;
Fangirls over Benedict Cumberbatch;
for some unknown reasons (to the IP
team), she is called the “Captain'.

Nihareka Das
Photographer: would smile at
everything you say; very good at what
she does; grabs every opportunity to use
the lift (she's always found chillin' in the
lift and has even captured some stolen
selﬁes in the lift).

Ungshungmi Rungsung
Graphic designer: Person working
behind the scenes; transforms mere
words and pictures into dynamic stories
through his amazing graphic designing;
Blue-eyed boy for the female reporters;
worst hit victim of the 'Kleptomaniac
Raid Episode' but still man enough to
make fun out of it; the laughtergenerator of the IP Team Room (pssst!!!
Ask him to tell you the 'PONYTAIL'
joke).

Vaibhavi Sharma Pathak
Reporter: Loves coffee and cookies, and
they love her back; bubbly; brings the
most hu-MUN-rous reports; needs 13
hours of sleep; tries hard not to offend
the delegates through her writing;
chirpy.

Tazdaar Hazarika
Photographer: the sweetest and the
most gentlemanly; deeply philosophical
(compares life to a ight of stairs); very
loyal to his assigned committee DISEC;
(the female delegates of DISEC are
often seen to get giggly when he's
around (too many admirers already)

Kahaan Mehta
Reporter: His Highness, The Kahaan
Mehta is Indian by descent, but English
by spirit. Gets his work done fast so that
he can preach proper English etiquettes
to other IP members; compulsive, overediting 'typochondriac'; you can hold
him at your command with your spooky
stories.

Abdul Wahid
Videographer: the only delegatephotographer on the team; excellent at
multitasking; looks like he spends a lot
of time doing his hair; the only IP Team
member bold enough to ask our Editorin-Chief to write something nice for him
and put it in his letterbox.

Nabam Tubin
‘The Extra Guy'
Maintains low proﬁle; looks like an
angry young man but has a number of
admirers who would want to see him
smile more often; very hardworking;
apparently thinks that he has a 'sexy
voice' (is that right???); biggest fan of
Ungshungmi's jokes (laughs
hysterically even after ﬁve retellings of
'PONYTAIL' joke'.

Ruchieka Dutt Sohtun
Reporter: Self-proclaimed batman
(which was vehemently denied by her
later); the C of creativity; has mild OCD;
amazing vocabulary; brave migraine
ﬁghter; cutie pie.

Nirupom Saikia
Photographer: aka Mr. India; is never on
time, is never in his assigned committee,
but his work makes up for what he lacks
in punctuality; always spotted running
about.

Saptarshi Kashyap
Videographer: is always seen moving
up and down the ight of stairs, as he
has to cover the videography in all 5
committees; person who works (read:
walks) the most in the press team;
editorial team's call centre (because he
has all the phone numbers :P)
Harshita Sood
Photographer: very quiet, yet very
dedicated in her work; never leaves her
assigned committee; the calm soul in
the otherwise tsunamic IP team.

Yami Landi
Video Editor: Creativity personiﬁed.
Works hard and delivers the best. She
might take some time to bond with
others but once she gets comfortable,
you might just ﬁnd her to be the sweetest
person. Btw, you better pick up her calls.
Or else you might just ﬁnd 32 missed
calls on your phone!

To access The Pinnacle Times online, visit http://www.neimun.org/the-pinnacle-times.html
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BACK TO ABNORMAL LIFE!
Delegate of Russia, SOCHUM: Hi, you must have seen
me around. Some here have nicknamed me 'the
chatterbox'. Actually, I have a confession to make. I am
the same girl who used to go to college everyday and
spend the entire day without saying one word. In fact, to
be very honest, I was pushed into participating in
NEIMUN. I now thank my stars and glad I listened to
them. Here I am today, confident and cannot stay quiet. I
thank NEIMUN for giving me such a great exposure to
things and people I would not have encountered. Now, I
finally feel included. I finally feel like I fit in somewhere.
Delegate of Ukraine, DISEC: Hello, I must tell you, I
always compare myself with Sir Ibrahim because we
started our journey at the same age. To a 9th grader, a/an
MUN conference is rather the journey towards an
overwhelming experience. Before I went into the
committee, I had already made up my mind not to speak
a single word. As I walked out after the first session, I felt
like a boss. The trainers were the best pep-talkers; they
could turn a bad day into a great one. I can't wait to be
back!
Delegate of France, WCIP: At first I remember eating
lunch alone. Having no friends in NEIMUN, I thought I
will end up being the one standing in the corner
awkwardly. But at the end of the day, I did not want to
leave my friends in the dance floor. Some friends I made
here besides my school friends, that's for sure. And I
could do it any day, again.
Secretariat member (Economics affair): NEIMUN
has been one of the most effective learning experiences
for all of us. Things we wouldn't have learnt otherwise.
Last minute changes, crisis, dealing with people with

varied personalities. I am taking back a changed myself.
It's overwhelming to see the beaming smiles on the
delegates' faces on the last day. Team, we did it!
Abhilasha Hazarika, Volunteer: I must say, NEIMUN
changed my life. NEIMUN 2014 was my first MUN as well
as a public speaking platform. I gained a lot of
confidence in public speaking and since then there was
a drastic change. I really feel confident now. Thanks to
NEIMUN.
Delegate of USA, DISEC: A lonely guy in a/an MUN. The
guy who stands awkwardly during the 'delegate dance';
yes I am that guy. But this MUN was unlike any other
MUN. Be it in terms of procedures or the diverse people I
met, we saw it all. I met amazing people, yes. But out of
them, only one girl managed to capture my heart. The
guy who could barely talk to a girl without breaking eyecontact could very effortlessly talk only to her. Thank
you, NEIMUN.
Delegate of Norway, DISEC: NEIMUN taught me that
discipline and fun can walk together hand in hand. I
never thought that someday I would very passionately
debate about a global issue with people who are keen to
bring about a change.
IP team member: So now we are supposed to return to
our homes and live our usual lives, that monotonous
routine. However, NEIMUN is not letting me go empty
handed; I am going back with a new perspective.
Something which will make me look at everything in a
different light. Thank you, NEIMUN for those 4 amazing
days. The months of anticipation and excitement are all
that matter at the end of the day.

“

Whenever you ﬁnd yourself on the side of the majority,
it is time to pause and reﬂect.” ~ Mark Twain

The International Press Team of NEIMUN 2015 would like to thank NEIMUN, the efﬁcient Management Board, the
“dope” Secretariat, the ever-helpful volunteers, the amazing delegates, and all staffs and well-wishers for the incredible
experience at the conference. We have to admit that we had the privilege to work with one of the coolest team ever. It
was fun, informative, exhausting and demanding but we made the most out of it. We never gave up. We held on and
made things happen. If we had been successful in our endeavour it was because NEIMUN has encouraged us to do so.
If we had not been up to mark, well, we will strive to be better in the future. But for now, thank you NEIMUN.
Go kiss the world!
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